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l!a'iionaliy bab)i~>iL MU$t ha'<c own car. 262-1881.1.%ll~;DROOM SUBUrr. 5 •L().B'IO. $225,
negotiable. Downtown. Hardwood floors. livingt
thnmg room. Very spaciou~. 2H·492l~e\cf!ing'i.

516
ROOMMATE TO SllARE m;,r hmnc. $145.00 plus
half tttiti11c~. Northeast heights. 2.94-4473.
4f1.9
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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7. Travel
JUTU"..:G Ulf. ROAD':' Fmd a rtde. fake a rider .

'-,hare the

gJ.'>.

Share the

crm~c.

WhiliL'l,Cr you do.

ad.,crme m the Daily 1 ohn We-'ll be gl<\d you d1d.
,\loha.
tfn

"Pic-Me-Up's"
"Stimulant & Non·stimulant
appetite suppressants"
• Warning: Stimulants can be tlangetous to
yourht!alth if taken In grealerthan prescrib·
ed dosages. You must be 1S or older to pur·

chase.
1744 Menaul NE
2607 Son Mateo NE
1900 Central SE

The UN M Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center
needs volunteers with acne, to help determine the effectiveness of a new
topiu:1l antlbiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination
every other Saturday morning starting April 18 through July 11 and should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
For further information contact Erma Pinon at 277-3136, Stud.,nt
Health Center.
For f11rther information -contact
Erma Pinon
277-3136
Student Health Center

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

Millionth Volun1e Cerelllony
To Mark 'Certain Maturity'
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ACROSS
1 Ventures

6 Arouse
10 Frae ticket

14 Hockey palace
15 French river
16 Agave
17 Saymg
wrongly
19 Settee
20 Voyager 1's
goal
21 Private
23 Deciphers
25 Agt.
26 Vetch
27 Oklahoma
city
29 Vegetables
31 Hebrew letter
33 King; Fr.
34 "Witch" city
36 Stingy
40 Arbor or
Cape
42 Memoranda
44 USSR range
45 Hills
47 Golf shots
49 Chinese
dynasty
so Joined
52 Parisian

square
53 Yell
54 Pronoun
57 C1rcte part
59 Part of
AWOL
61 Sweetbread
64 Et h1ca lly neutral
67 Pilaster
68 Partner
70 Holiday song
71 Paw
72 lab heaters
73 Title

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved

The author, Joseph Heller, said
Catch·22 was inspired by his ex·
periences as a bombardier in World
War II.
Heller was 38 when the motion
pkture of Catch-22 was released
and not until then could he devote
full time to writing, he said.
peaks
22 Row
24 Shropshire
27 Syria, once
26 Completed
30 Arrangement

32 Through
35 Tin or lead
37 Sweet liquid
38 Filament
39 Minute
41 Crosscut
43 Brook

46 Burn
48 Run about

51 Visions

They've had a longer time to build
up their libraries," he said,
At UNM, the millionth volume is
actually four separate works, all
relative to New Mexico. They
include:

Richard Hakluyt. The Principal
Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques
and Discoveries of the English
Nation [London, 1598-1600]. The
acquisition consists of three
volumes bound in two and is said to
contain I. 7 million words. The
work contains !.pedfic references to
New Mexico.
J. W. Chatham, o.f Cambridge,
South Carolina. Thb is an un·
published manuscript narrative of
an overland journey from South
Carolina w New Mexico on the
Santa Fe Trailin 1849.
Thomas S. LulJbock. This i> an
original, signed manuscript account
of the Texas-Santa Fe Expedition.
Frank Hamillon CushiiiJl. This
original sketchbook includes 27
sketches drawn by Cushing in his
ethnological observations among
the Zuni, Havasupai~ and
Walapais,

The acquisitions were purchased
with donations of$38,000 including
$1000 gifts from the General
Library faculty and staff, the
Alumni Association, the UNM
Foundation, Inc., the Graduate
Students Association and the
Associated Students of UNM.
The acquisitions were selected by
the UNM President's Committee
on the Millionth Volume, chaired
by Dr. Chester C. Travelstead,
UNM provm;t emeritus and
professor emeritus of educational
administration.
"l urge the peoples of New
Mexico to join us at this
ceremonY,'' Va&sallo said. "These
books and the rest of the million
books, manuscripts, microfilms
and records of the library are a
resource for us and our children.
With knowledge we can grow and
build, and this library or any
library, is a tool for building a
civilization."

See page 3 for a program of
events and more on the Millionth
Acquisition.

"I am nm

exa~tly

tlowing V~ith
ideas," Heller said referring to the
thirteen years it took him to come
out with his se..:ond novel,
Sometllinfi Happened.
Heller said that in Something
the main character
moves out of his personal life and
IDoks at the deterioration of
society.

Happeni!d,

"The world just doesn't work,''
the character says. "The hot dog is
gone too." Tile character reasons
that the hot dog was made of

chicken innards and proces·;cd
water .
ln his third book, Good as Gold,
Heller writes about the ineptitude
of the federal bureaucracy.
When the question and answer
period of the talk came, Heller said
he would answer questions until
everyone left.
Five minutes later, Heller
abruptly ended the talk, leaving the
feeling his le~ture was just a sales
pitch for his booh. The talk wa;
billed to be about hi> booh and
American culture.

City's Recent History Reviewed

54 Bridges

55 Asian city
56 Register

58 Chocolate
tree
60 -·face:
Reversal
62 Gypsy
63 Refuse
65 School:
Abbr.
66 Minus
69 Spanish
cheer

The socio-economic history of
the Hispanic population in
Albuquerque from 1940 through
1975 is outlined in the latest issue of
the New Mexico Historical Review,
u quarterly edited and published at
UNM.
In hi~ arti<.:le, entitled Guns and

Butter; Albuquerque Hispanics,
!940-1075, Joseph V. Metzgar,
associate professor of history at the

tJ;niver;ity (1f Nevada, wrote that
Albuquerque became the focus of
conrrontation betv.ecn the churchtlriented
Hispanic community
geared historically to an Arcadian
way of life and the new
technological, urban ;ociety geared
to secular wartime pursuits with the
advent of World War 11 and the
Cold War that followed.
"The resulting experience was at

\
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Author Cuts Talk Short

The author of the books Catt'11~22, Somt?thillff Happmfd, and
Good as Gold, humored a crowd of
about 100 people by reading
passages out of his books Monday
night.

74 Any

75 Woodwinds
DOWN
1 Barriers
2 Hera!, once
3 Checks
4 Result
5 Persian
despots
6 Drinker
7 Journey
8 Ental
9 Deplore
10 El -.Texas
11 Solo
12 Until now:
2 words
13 Closes
18 Of Peru's

The University of New Mexico
General Library will celebrate the
acquisition of its millionth volume
at 2 p.m. May 2 in Rodey Theater
in the Fine Arts Center.
On hand to help celebrate the
event will be Gov. Bruce King;
Henry Jaramillo, president of the
UNM Regents; UNM President
"'}illiam E. Davis; UNM Library
Dean Paul Vassallo; numerous
other UNM officials, faculty, staff
members and students; Patricia
Battin, vice president and university
librarian at Columbia University;
the New Mexico Brass Quintet and
others.
The acquisition of a millionth
\Olume signifies the reaching of a
certain level of maturity of a
univcr,itv, Vassallo said. "The top
uniwr-;ities have the top libraries.''
By cDmpari~on, the two
universitic; in the nation which
have the most volumes in their
Iibrarico are Harvard, with a
.:olle.:tion of approximately 10
million and Yale, Vlith a collection
of about seven million.
"You have to keep in mind that
these are much older institutions.
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Ping-Pong Benefit Planned
A ping-pong tournament to
benefit
the
nonprofit
organization, GO Inc. (Group
Outreach), which is a big
brother-type
organization
providing services to singleparented children, is sdteduled
I' rom 3 p.m. to I 1 p.m. today at
the HJ!Itouse, lROl Mcsa'Vista
Rd. N.l'.
It is a partners tournament,
and the entry fee is $5 for each
team. !'her~ h a $1 donation for
'PL'ctatots. All pron:~d- "ill go

Players can JOI11 the tournament at any time during the
day .
The Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity is sponsoring the
to\Irnament,
The dire.:tor or GO is Ed
Belknap, a former Phi Gamma
Delta brother, and .I oe Laure, of
Phi Gammu Delta, is organizing
the tournamem.
Children from 00 will be at
the ltlunuHn.:nt. !'here will abo
h~ r,,nd, gmne' and do1H' p:·itc\

tl' ( i( ),

at the tOUtlHilliCllL

One of the books chosen by the General Library of the University of
New Mexico; The Voyages, Navagations, Traffiques and Discoveries
of the English Nation. by Richard Hak/uyt, published in 1599 in three
volumes, now bound In two. Said to contain 1,700,000 words, this
huge work contains specific mention of New Mexico through the
words of early Spanish explorers. This volume, along with three
others, will be the library's One Millionth Acquisition. The Hakluyt
volumes will be accepted by Governor Bruce King on behalf of New
Mexico.

Directors of NMPIR G
Seek Academic Credits

The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group Board of Directors
dcdded Monday night to in·
dividually seek out professors
whose class structure might involve
actions that relate to NMPIRG.
An example of such an action is a
student in a political science class
researching Indian water rights.
The board hopes to find faculty
members who would grant in·
dependent study credit for current
NMPIRG members and/or en·
courage students to pursue
classwork for NMPIRG.
Several board members stated
they believe certain instructors
would be interested in such a
proposal.
Director Jasmine Poole aho
reminded the board that NMPIRG
will be losing its workstudy help
May L She endorsed the board'o
dccbion to ;cek faculty help,
saying, "It should help us bring in
more volunteers." The board plans
to scr up a rotating schedule after
Mav 1 to <:over th~ NMPIRG office
untl hutline and is seeking volunteer
hdp .
ASC N~l Senator l:rk :-!add~:
a.,k~d the hoard if N!\1i'lRCi cnuld
he of <mj help with the em rent
KUN\1 ,,ituation. 'll,e board
contimwtl on pago 3 '-dt·,wd Rnht:l'l ILcL, a ua:ml>~r uf

once quickening and traumatic."
wrote Metzgar, who was educated
in
parochial
;chools
in
Alhuquerque and Santa Fe and at
UNM.
World War II and the Cold War
forced Hispanics to meet the global
demands of the military, adjust to
intensified urbanizaton and accept
large numbers of Anglo migrants.
The latter often arrived with skills
and training necessary for a highly
technical, war-based economy, he
said.
Although devout Hispanic
Catholics urged their children to
further their education and made
financial sacrifices to support and
promote parochial ochools, he said,
the church worked for the acculturation of students with slight
regard for their ethnk and cultural
identity.
"English, for example, was the
only language u>ed in school. The
implidt purpnse of the city';
parochial school> was to guide
studenb toward kcoming 'good
Catholic;'
and
p'cutlo-Anglo
American,, The same kind of
a"imilatiPni'.t goal prcdtlminated
in puhlk sd1t1oh."
In I 'll\0, Albuquerque Hl'panic•·

the hoard, to attend today'~ Radio
Board meeting.
The board abo tabkd a propmal
to enlarge the board membership
from >even to nine. Di>t'U:.sion on
the issue ranged !'rom trying to
make the 50 percent quorum during
the oummer to who is intere.1tcd in
the positions.
The board discw,sed possible
summer plam, including forming
an Election Laws committee and a
job description for the director's
position.
The board group also heard a
report on the National Student
Action Day activities. Although a
planned student rally attracted little
attention because a public address
system failed, congratulations were
offered from Senator Maddy "for
taking over a project that was
dumped on them at the last minute
and doing a a good job."
Board member Tom Zagone
said, "T hope we learned a lesson
about taking on too many projects
at anyone time."
Beck was also selected w be
NMI>JRG's representative judge
for Friday's UNM talent show in
the Subway.
In internal husine;s, the board
abo approv~d a rotating member to
tak~ minute' of the meetings.
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Atlanta's 26th Asphyxiated
ATLAN'I A
Jimmy Ray
l'ayrw, the 26th youug Atlanta
hlad< to be slain in the l.tM 21
month:;, dkd of ii'phyxiation like
14 others before him, medical
l'xamlrwrs said Tuc,day.
"Asphyxia is the working
diagnosis we have Jtt this point,"
said Dr. Saleh Zaki, assodalc
i•'ulton County medical cxaminc'r,
adding that he arrived at that
wndusion by a process of
eliminalion.
He said there were no visible
injuries on Payne's body, the fifth
to be pulled from the Cha•_.
tahoochee River that borders
Atlanta on the north and west sino;e
Atlanta's child killers first struck m
July 1979.
Since that time 26 young blacks
have been found slain and another,
10-year-old Darron (Jiass, is officially listed as missing.
Zaki said the body looked as if it

I,;HI been in the river about five

Reagan Offers Choice on Taxes

Prdw.ll·

:'vb"ilc

TJw Nt'\\ Mcxio1 Rra...,

Gn•L'tin!~"/openin~ .n::mo~:rk\,

dilV'·,

Brown said Payne\ death was
"''·inwd to the· special police task
force and was being "investigated
ar)
a bomiddc" hccausc il wa~
,i;uilar to previous killings.
All of the victims have been black
and most have been between the
ages of 7 and 16, but Payne, 21,
was the fourth consecutive adult
victim of the killer.
Two nf the three previous adult
victims, b()(h 21, were retarded,
and the last one, 23, was described
as slow-witted. There was no indication Payne suff'ered from any
mental affliction.
Commissioner Brown said while
Payne had been missing since
W cdnesday, his case was not
initially assigned to the task force
because authorities still were investigating reports Payne had since
been seen in other parts of the city.

WASHJN(d ON -- Pn:;;idcnt
Reagan told Congress and hi'
nationwide audience Tuesday
night that a tax cut docs not
necc"arily mean lower taxes.
The pre>ident departed from his
prepared text to concentrate on
the part of his economic recovery
program that is in greatest
jeopardy on Capitol Hill - the
three-year, 30 percent cut in tax
rates - and to make a subtle but
signi tkant departure from the
theme previously articulated by
administration spokesmen.
Reagan said that any question
of which is better, a balanced
budget or a tax cut, is inappropriate.
"Our choice is not between a
balanced budget and a tax cut,"
he said.

"Properly asked, the question
h, 'Do ynu want a great big rais~
in y<~ur taxes this coming year, or
at the worst, a very little increase
with the prospect of tax reduction
and a balanced budget down the
road a ways?'"
The Reagan tax proposal would
distribute the largest savings to
I bose with the biggest incomes.
For some taxpayers at the middle
or lower end of the income
spectrum, taxes actually would
increase, but not by as much as
under present tax laws.
But up to now, that aspect has
received the most attention from
critics of the tax proposals, not its
supporters.
Reagan continued, saying that,
"with the common sense that the
people have already shown," he is

sure what their choice would he
between a small tax increase and a
large one.
The ~mall change in emphasis
apparently was designed to preempt critks to some degree, who
hope
that
the
rich-poor
distribution differences of his tax
cut proposal would prove to be its
Achilles heel.
Returning to his text, Reagan
said, "A gigantic tax increase has
been built into the system. We
propose nothing more than a
reduction of that increase." ' .,,
And repeating the point that a
tax cut may not eqnallower taxes,
he said: "The people have a right
to know that even with our plan,
they will be paying more in taxes,
but not as much more as they will
without it.''
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Jl;m,11d M.:R.1c,;, Ik.m, ( ,·,IJegt> nf hn(• Art<.. l"~-\1.
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l>c.m of Libr.1ry

SL·rvkt·~.

l.'NM

"In CommemoratiOn; ())Jc /vii!lion Volun-u~·, ~"original essay, Rud,llt'l 1
Anaya, As•mci.ate Pmfe ...~or. Department (lf English, l!Nl\1

Clw~tcr

( Tr,l\'rhtL·ad. Ch.111m.m, Prt•.,rJ~·rH\ l~~~mmlttt't'
thl' Millionth Volume, prc~t·min~ A .\fdb.m \t.-tn, thl•

Gt'tlc:-rallibrary

"!?ese4reh Libra ric.~: W~mted Df/ad or Aln.¥:1 .., PatritiJ Battin, Vit.:e
President <'lnd Univer~ity Librarian. Columbia Cuivt:>rsity,
Nttw York, New York

MmK-ll Inti!"rludc: F.x\'crpts front '?he W:..rtet 51tl'll"
New Mexico Bra~s Quinrcr

Prt'Sentation of Millionth Volume A~;quiSciticm<;:

Po~tlude

Clo~ing n:mart~s,

Elizabeth Hendrvson, Presidem, Friend; of the UNM
Libr~rie~. pn;St'nting Hakht)'t volumes to Bruce Kin~.

~

Governor of New Mexico

The continuing saga of

The· Unforge ''BullS'

"For mental alertness"

William A Sloan. attorney, representative of the profes~iom
in New Mexi!.:o, presenting C!Mth.am tO David Sam:he7,
Pre-sident of tb~ Faculty Senate, UNM

still trailed the general population

"W;;~rning: Stimulants can be dangerous Jo
your health i I taken in gre~lerthao prescrlb·

ad dosagll;!s. You must be 1B or older to pur·
ch;;~se.

economically and educationally, he
said. "The median number of
school years completed in the city
generally was about 12.4; for
Hispanics, 9.1."
By 1970, he said, Hispanics had
gained some ground in occupations
requiring more skill and training
and presumably more pay. Such
advances, however, could not hide
the fact that Hispanic unemployment rates still exceeded those
of the general population, and their
per capita income still fell far
short ..• About 24 percent of all
Spanish-surnamed people in the

1744 Menaul NE
2807 San Mateo NE
1900 Central SE

CUt:!~~

2916 Central S.E.

mmk: Thr: New

August, a doctoral candidate at
UNM; 'EI Bornes': La Tierra
Amarilla and T. D. Burns, by
Robert J. Torrez, also a doctoral
student at UNM, and, Outpost of
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No one does it like the Bull.
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of Dan skin & Capezio
discontinued patterns

500/o

These leotards feature long sleeves and cap sleeves with gathered front.
They're great for dance, excerdse or just casual s.ummer wear. Stock up
now1

Shop Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:00
255-8673

Levi~® &Wranglers

SPECIAL GROUP

Come See Our Newly Remodeled Dance Department..
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FINAL CLEARANCE

Insure your ~r ~th die.
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on and enjoy these great

..

Sat, May~. l.fb8l. 7:30 Woodwardllall tOt
..Sit:o•tld the US establish relatlo••s
withCnba..

Mon.-Sat.
10-6
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Hanni-Bull took the Bull by the horns and Jed an army
of elephants across the Alps. But once he got there
he took his Bull by the keg. Because anyone whO's
ever tried to lead an army of elephants anywhere
knows Hanni-Bull worked up a historic thirst.
The kind it took a bunch of Bull to conquer.

~CJJWU/2

·Need Auto
Insurance?
•I
1

l •. ' ~

106.43 106.84 105.34 105.67 off0.65
394.47 395.79 387.98 390.72 off3.24
Bonds
Close Change
20 Bonds
NEW YORK (UP!} - Dow Jones closing averages
59.82 off0.57
10 Public Utilities 58.22 off 0.91
for yesterday:
Open High Low
Close Change
10 Industrials 61.43 off0.23
Stock
Dow Jones commodity futures index (1924-26
30 Industrials 1025.94 1029.63 1009.37 1016.93 off 7.12
average
equals 100} closed at 413.73 off.
20 Trans
439.14 440.35 430.59 434.04 off 4.85

journalist based in Washington,
D.C.

ever!

Hanni-Bull

Dow Averages

the Cooperative Commonwealth;
The History of the Llano del Rio
Cofony in Gila, New Mexico, 193219~5, by James K. Morris, a

CLOISONNE
EARRINGS

Sr.hhtz8rf~Wm(] Cnmpany_

A page from the sketchbook of
Frank Hamilton Cushing, one of
the vol11mes of the University of
New Mexico General Library :S
One Millionth Acquisition. One
Million volumes is a major
milestone for the University
Library, and the state of New
Mexico. The first volume will be
accepted by Gov. Bruce King.

Balance-of-Power Diplomacy in
New Mexico: Governor Fernando
De La Concha and the Indian
Policy of Conciliation by Jack

.,

266-9946

Mexi~.7o Bra~\ l._1uintt·t

rrception w,fo/[O",e.: umnedtatcly tn tl1t• [fJM')•a.f Zmmrerma11 l.JJT,f1"J-

city had incomes less than the
official poverty level.
The issue also contains several
book reviews and articles on

Selection
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Herbert Winslow. Hurn
Karl Hintcrbic-hlcr, Tromhonc
David Porter, Tuba

Largest

. -;:, 1981 Jns

President w·iJiiam [··.

G. F Handd

Mll',ic for the' afternoon program will be provided by the Nc:w
Mexi~.:o Bra.'iS Quirltct.
Jeffrey Piper~ Trumpet
C"hy I~ach, Trumpet

Chet Caldwell, rc!>taurateur, repre<ientative of the busineS$
t.:ommunity in New Mexico, presenting Lubbork w
l-1enry Jaril.mi!lo, Chairm;m. Board of R<!gCnt'i,·UNM

continued from page 1
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New Mexico Bra,<>) Quinte!

Hispanic History Reviewed
"Pic-Me-Up's"
Stimulant Capsules

I

PROGRAM OF EVENTS FOR THE ONE
MILLIONTH VOLUME CELEBRATION

4821 Central N.E.
(Central & Quincy)
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
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Campus Briefs
COMMENTARY

Letters

by Ray Abeyta

·-------~

Readers Feel Recent Fiesta Letter
Evidence of 'Rampant' Prejudice
Editor:
In mwmJs to the letter written by tho dorm tenants
allflut fieutas- we're appalled! We did not realize that
''o much pmju<iice is still rampant among supposedly
•HltJcawd people.
Probably for the first time in their lives these angles
folt discriminated against; due to their inability or lack
of deBire to oxperience any culture other than their

Reader Feels I~iesta
Not' Monocultural'
l'ditor:
In rnyards to the dorm sttJdents complaints about
Finstas.

Unfortunately some people do not know the
rnHpninn of the word Fiesta. Fiesta is a Hispanic event.
It woulci seem hypocritical and irrational to call an
event Fiestu and to sell Greek food, play French music
and danC!l to disco. The UNM Fiestas is a time when
Hi~tmnic people can share their rich culture. So
shouldn't most of the activities be "monocultural" as
you say. The fact is that the term Hispanic covers a lot
of amu. There was music from the Andes, Puerto
Hico, Cuba, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and tho Southwest - You call that monocultural? Due to cultural
innorance on your part you l1ave mistaken a variety of
cultures for one.
In rogards to the Emcees calling Anglos, Gringos ,,_
Am you sure about that? I was out there the whole
four days and not once did I hear anyone even speak
about Anglos.
As far as the fi(Jht Saturday night it was not betwmm twn "ganns" as you put it. Here we see an old
but livmg stereotypn, JUSt because there are two or
mom ethnic people together does not make them a
"nang." And just how many people got stabbed?
None. Someone cut his foot on some glass and that
was it. You had better get your facts straiuht before
you publicly state them.
If you felt the food prices were too high, no one
forced you to buy the food. The fiesta committee had
nothing to do with how much was charged. Fiestas
does provide the possibility for money to come back in
to UNM. Anyone is allowed to put up a booth and sell
what they want. Therefore it is up to the students to
utilize the opportunities available to them.
Once auain it is a shame that due to ignorance on
your part you view Fiestas as a "Chicano Party," you
missed the whole point. Fiestas is a multicultural
event. If you didn't like the Hispanic Culture. That is
your problem. Your letter appears to be a typical case
of reverse discrimination. Think about it . - .
Roberta Rae!
UNM Fiesta Committee

own. They were upset about Spanish music and
dancing, and Spanish food ·- what did they expect
from fiestas -- French Cuisine and hot dogs with new
wave music? How asinine!
The tenants also seemed upset about exploitative
food prices. Exploitation of this kind is bound to
happen. Just because hispanics stood to gain, these
anglos got upset. Contrary to popular belief, we
hispanics are capable of business ventures. And given
the chance who would not advertise for their
business?
Mexican Americans have always been discriminated
against, for example - the State Fair, while half of the
population of New Mexico is hispanic only a very small
section of it is available to us. Is that discrimination?
Now, instead of relaxing and enjoying, maybe even
learning something about another culture, all these
people could do was complain because for once they
weren't in charge, taking over, or giving orders.
We're sure that no discrimination was intended,
however the fact that these people took the activities
going on at the fiestas (Spanish for party, you know?l
as being discriminating only exposed the narrow
mindedness of these angles as still being a grave
problem for everyone.
Val L. Valdez
Rena A. Griego

Some Fiesta Booths
Aid Worthy Causes
Editor:
Although it is unfortunate that some individuals
have responded to the Fiesta in an uncomplimentary
manner for whatever reason, I feel a statement (in a
letter to the editor, dated April 28, 1981) has been
made which is categorical and inaccurate. The
statement, "The booths that sold ..• food ... while
advertising for their own restaurants at the.same
time," has completely excluded the efforts made by
the UNM student group called the National Chicano
Health Organization.
Student members and supporters of NCHO took the
opportunity to participate in Fiesta (as other student
groups should) by setting up a food and drink booth.
Ultimately, the funds gained here are channeled into
NCHO's efforts to attract minority students who
possess an interest in any of the various areas of the
medical field.
Again, it is unfortunate that some individuals have
chosen to criticize Fiesta with some misleading
statements - particularly, the incorrect categorization
of student group participation, such as NCHO's,
during this purposeful event.

Films Part of Cuba Week

The U NM fiesta has come and gone, and with it a mix of feelings and
opinions as varied as the people who attended it. For most, it is not a
question of the success or failure of this year's fiesta but one of isolated
events, magnified and given the significance of representing fie.stas in
general. Fiestas is obviously many things to many people, however UNM
fiestas, like Mardi Gras before Lent, are a final chance to hang out in the
sun, listen to music and squeeze in some fun before settling down to the
busines$ of closed week.
The fact that fiestas are invariably an open invitation to both the
university and the Albuquerque community has always been at one time,
its greatest advantage, and biggest problem. The accommodation of so
large and diverse a group of people as are attracted by fiestas is certain to
put a strain on UNM's ordinarily placid day-to-day normalcy.
With few exceptions the majority of the people come to the fiesta for a
good time, and for the most part that's what they get. In a crowd the size
of this year's, it seems unfortunately inevitable that some people insisted
on making complete assholes of themselves. Since this seems to be an all
too frequent possibility at U NM's fiestas, it is understandable that it
reflects on the whole affair. These isolated events, separate as they may
be, affect everyone. Not only can they be ugly, they upset the very reasons
that bring people together to have fun.
The reason UNM's fiestas is so special an event is because this is, after
all, the University of New Mexico, and, as such, has diverse sources to
draw from, both culturally and scholastically. These sources enable fiestas
to be more than just a free-for-all blockparty, offering UNM the chance to
invite the Albuquerque community to share and contribute to this
diversity. It is a deeply regretful that the isolated disturbances caused by a
few should affect so many.

THEN AGAIN ...

A week of activities focus.ing on Cuba will be held
by the UNM Latin American Institute through May

3.
Cuban posters, books and periodicals, as well as
docume.ntaries and slides will be on display during
the enure week. A Cuban poster display is also
av_ailable for view.ing in the lounge of Ortega Hall,
third floor. Spectal presentations ~ach evening of
Cuba week will include films, poetry readings and
lectures on Cuban topics.
At noon on Thursday, a documentary entitled The
CIA Secret Army (1977) is scheduled. The film is in
color, is free and will be at the Latin American
Institute, 801 Yale N.E. on UNM campus.
De ciert(l tn(lnera (1977) is the title of a Cuban film
scheduled from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in 149 Woodward Hall. The admission charge at the door is $1.

Poetrv
Contest Announced
•
A $1 ,000 grand prize will be a warded in the
Seventh Annual Poetry Competition sponsored by
World of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any subject are eligible
'to compete for grand prize or for 99 other cash or
merchandise awards, totaling over $10,000.
Rules and official entry forms are available from
the World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton, Dept. B,
Sacramento, Calif., 95817.

Mineralogist To Lecture

Hopes for No 'Repeat'
Editor:
To read the editorial in April '2.7's Lobo, one would think that a good
time was had by all at the fiesta held on Johnson Field last week.
Based upon what I saw on Saturday night in connection with the
fiesta, I feel that your editorial is in error.
While studying at Building "B" of the College of Education on
Saturday night, I heard screaming outside. I went outside and saw a
young man running off toward Johnson Gym. Outside thll gate, a
young woman was lying on the concrete, with blood all over herface.
After summoning someone to call the police, I asked her what had
happened and she told me that she had been beaten up by the young
man who had run off. He wanted to take her home, she refused, and
he attacked her.
After the police arrived, I was discussing the fiesta situation with
one of the officers. She said that the UNM police were unable to close
the fiesta down. She then showed me a switchblade knife she had
confiscated earlier, which was covered with fresh blood.
Clearly, this fiesta has gotten out of hand. The incidents I have
described here probably do not amount to a hair on a gnat's ass
compared to what else was going on. The police cannot do anything
to terminate the fiesta. I think, however, that the administration could
shut the fiesta down, permanently. It is bad enough that the fiesta is
noisy and disturbs dorm students who are trying to study for finals.
But to allow the damned thing to continue promoting acts of violence
on campus would be inexcusable. I certainly hope that we do not see
a repeat performance of the fiesta next year.
Samuel D. Brothwell

N"tural Radiation D"mage Effects in Silicate
Minerals; Cation Oxidation State, Color,
Order/Disordf!r is the title of a lecture scheduled for
Thursday at 11 a.m. in 122 Northrop Hall.
George Rossman,
associate professor of
mineralogy at the California Institute of Technology
will be the speaker.
The talk is part of the 1981 spring lecture series
being sponsored by the UNM department of
geology.

Music Workshop Offered
Conductor/composer/performer Kay Gardner
\\ill be in .:onccrt Friday at 8 p.m. and will hold a
workshop on Afusic and Healing on Saturday at
10:30 a.m.
Both events will be held in St. Thomas of Canterbury Chapel, 425 University N.E. Ticket prices

CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWES'1
PERFORMANCE SERif-.5
PRf-.Sr-N 1'>

be: concert, $6; worltf.!ltlp, $4; concert/workshop combo, $7.
Sponsored by the UNM Women's Center, funds
raised will be used to send students to the National
Women's Studies Association annual conference in
Storrs, Conn., May 30-June S.
Tickets can be purchased at the Women's Center,
Full Circle Books, and at the door.

will

NORMAN EVERITT
('ontemporary Halldth•Pr
and SongwritPr

DANIEL INGROrr
Music of the World

Lecture Planned for Kiva
The Information Explosion in Learning
Dis.,bilities is the title of a lecture to be given
Saturday at 8:30a.m. in the Kiva Auditorium.
Dr. Tanis Bryan, co-director of the Chicago
Institute for Learning Disabilities will be the speaker.
Bryan will also conduct a seminar May 3-5 Oil
social skills of the learning disabled at the Tres
Lagunas Ranch, north of Pecos, New Mexico.
More information about the lecture and seminar is
available from Steve Bloom in 223 of the College of
Education or by calling 277-5018.
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Physicist To Give Talk
Three-Mile Island Update: What We Have
Learned is the title of a lecture planned for Friday at
3 p.m. in the Physics Lecture Hall, (Regener Ha!J).
The speaker will be Dr. William R. Stratton from
the Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), a
member of tbe staff of the president's commission
Oil the accident at Three-Mile Island, a member of
the advisory committee for nuclear reactor
safeguards from 1967 to 1975 and a member of the
American Nuclear Society,
A question and answer period will follow the
lecture.
Statton currently is working on criticality safety,
fast reactor safety analysis and theoretical nuclear
weapons deoign at LANL.
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Talk of the Town
Reception Hall

Graduation Parties
Campus Organization
Parties
Wedding Receptions
Summer Bookings
Competitive Prices

IRS Invites Comments
Before you put taxes out of your mind for the
year, you might want to take advantage of an IRS
invitation to comment on their tax forms.
Comments and suggestions can be sent to the IRS
National Office in Washington D.C. In order for
them to review your comments before next year'& tax
forms are prepared, send suggestions by June 1.
Suggestions should be addressed to: Chairman,

Tax Forms Coordinating Commlttef!, Room 5577IRS, 1I I I Constitution Ave•., N. W. Washington
D. C., 20224.

3600· D Menaul Blvd. N E
265·7150 or 842·8349

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
You've got something up your sleeve

Juan de Hoyos
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ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORP.
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• Warning: Stimulanis can b"" dang&rous to

yourhoalth iftakon In greatatthan pmscrib·
ad dosages. You must be 1·8 or older to pur·
chase.
1744 Mtmaul NE

2807 San Mal eo NE
1900 Contnd SE
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Wanted:
Patt time
Computet Ptogt<lmmet
(fle-xible hours)
please apply at
2300 Candelaria Rd. HE
Suite 108
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Last weekend, the Albuquerque
Little Theatre opened its new
season with one of Arthur Miller's
most poignant modern tragedies, A
First presented in 1955, and
currently directed by Hershel Zohn,
View From The Bridge is the story
of Eddie Carbone, a dock worker
who has struggled all his life to
provide for himself and his wife
and to give his orphaned niece a
chance at a better life.
But over the years, Eddie has
grown to love his niece, Catherine,
too much.
When she falls in love with an
illegal immigrant being protected
by Eddie and his wife, he can't
bring himself to let her go.
The crux of the play is Eddie's
passion; a passion that is allconsuming, not only for himself
but also for the audience,
As Eddie, Bryan Burdick is
alternately warm and brooding, a
sullen yet ultimately sympathetic
character.
He is driven by uncontrollable
rage, a force Burdick directs with a
dramatic skill even Miller would be
proud of.
Yet, while Burdick's per-

JIII!Of/lffi.OI., til
H 1.1 ~110.
~l"l' TQI.OOQT..: .. lU
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"Pic·Me·Up's"
Stimulant Capsules·

(1 Blk south of UNM}
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LoboWotnen
LosetoBYU

View From The Bridge.

122 Yale S.E.
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'A View From The Bridge' Opens Season
Leslie Donovan

r-----------...,
1 New donors present 1
this ad & UNM

Sports

Casey Optical Co.

Donate blood plasma
Earn extra cash for
the springtime.

I

Arts

Psoriasis patients
needed for drug study.
The division of dermatology, UNM School of
Medil'ine is conducting a double-blind study
comparing two t•onuncrcially a vailahle topical
<·orticostt•roids.
Patients will receive free evaluation and two
weeks of treatment with tofpica1 corticdosteri~>ds.
Exc1usions: pregnant ema 1es an patients
with lesions cov<•ring greater than 50% total
body an·a.

J?or information and appointment
call Gail at 277-4757.
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formance dominates through the
sheer dynamic power of his
character, other local actors also
give creditable performances.
Millie Dew gi_yes a well-conceived
presentation of Eddie's frustrated,
unfulfilled wife, while J. W.
Madison's seethes with the silent,
volcanic personality of Eddie's
illegal immigrant friend.
The two )overs, played by Peggy
Lewis and Mark Stang, give mixed
performaces, however.
Zohn apparently sacrificed some
dramatic ability for the physical
appearance of the attractive, blond
Italian alien.
Stang's performance shows little
of the emotional depth necessary to
make his character the mature,
sensitive person he is considered in
Miller's play, and his singing voice,
the character's pride and joy, leaves
much to be desired.

Morning
-=for
Melanie
Elizabeth Cohen

A concert

fcmuring the work.~ ·of Paul Chihara;, Kaz.itnier:z:
Serodi, Wm. Duckworth, Warren Denson, and Wm.
Bolcorn. The concert will .take place May 8 at 8:lS
p.m. in Keller Halt. This is a freee\lcm, and everyone
io~r welcome to attend .
UNM Scuba Oub- Final meeting Qfthe semester to
-distun ~\lmmer dive plans Wcdnc~day at 7:36p.m, in

Each morning
her shadow sfips sleepy toward the dresser
and waits
while she paints careful America
like bluegreen rainbows
over her eyes

Perfectly she emerges from the bathroom,
an arrangement of beauty
and style
she is lean as a sideways knife
and delicate as an origami bird
she is ready

124 Johmon (Jym. All member.~ are llrged to attend.
t!NM Metaphy5ic111 Socll1y - Final meeting of the
scmc~tcr

Hands smaller than rain
press back fragile curls
Curls that.take one hour to erect
like careful monuments

And a mirror picture smiles three angles back
it's
Melanie melanie melanie
all painted and fragile curled
she is still smelling of sleep and toothpaste
while the night rolls slowly
from her eyes

~er'riee
ConteRi'JJOrary Ensemble Conetrt -

Appropriately, Lewis' Catherine
is often confused. Yet, somehow
hers is a confusion that does not
quite ring true. It lacks sincerity,
the complete submersion of the
actress within her character
required by any tragic role.
Even so, View From The Bridge
is a good production. It is a simple
play with familiar characters and a
believable, even inevitable, plot.
Still, it grips the audience with the
rare, undissectable power found
only in works by great playwrights.
Albuquerque audiences will not
go
away
unsatisfied,
and
Albuquerque Little Theatre has
made a good start for their new
season.
View From The Bridge will be
presented through Saturday, May
2, at 8 p.m. in the Albuquerque
Little Theatre, 224 San Pasquale
SW. For tickets, call242-4315.

Wi!'dnesday 4 p.m. in room 231-D of the

SUB.
Deneb Party- Wednesday, April29. from 11 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. wn. "and, und food, d\Jtsidc on the south·
wc~tcrn corner of 11ie SUD. regi$tcr at the Gameli

.Room of the SUB for prizes. Surf New Mexico this
-;ummer!

The nationally-ranked Brigham
Young women's tennis team lived
up to their press reviews and undefeated record by beating UNM 90 in a dual meet yesterday at the
UNM Tennis Complex,
"I think some of the girls were .
really nervous today," said UNM
coach Mary Dietz. "This is the first
time for some of them against this
type of competition. Today's match
certainly will help our squad in the
future."
The Lobo squad lost every match
in straight sets. The closest to a
breakthrough came in the second
set of Teddi White's 6-1, 6-4 loss to
Lani Wilcox.
Lobo Tony Richey (lobo file photo I
"They (BYU) are at least fourth
in the country, if not better," said
Dietz. "They are supposedly
behind USC, Stanford, and maybe
UCLA. They play USC and
Stanford next week after regionals,
so we' 11 see. BYU has already
defeated traditional power Trinity,
The players who go to Nationals
and Florida, who is supposedly Nick Greenwalt
are chosen Monday night at a WAC
pretty good this year."
The Lobo tennis team owes much
The team was to leave at 7:10
coaches' meeting held at the site of
a.m. this morning for Boulder, of its success to the play of a fresh- theW AC championship.
Colorado, to play in the_ Region 7 man from Albuquerque who is
·The first place team in the WAC
tournament. National qualifiers already the team's top singles will also go, and Richey said it
will be determined from this and player.
Tony
Richey
went
to could be UNM.
similar tournaments across the
"If we play well, there's a
Albuquerque Academy where he
country.
possibility
we will win conference,
"Our best bets for nationals are was State Singles Champion his last he said. "Our toughest opponent
Leanne Palmisano in the singles three years and in his freshman year will be Utah."
and our number one doubles, was on the state second place
Utah i~ the only WAC team the
Leanne and her sister Sandy," said doubles team.
Lobos have played; the Lobos lost
Dietz, who is completing her first
For UNM he has won 13 of 19 6-3.
year as head coach. "By Leanne matches in singles play and I 1 of 19
Richey has been playing tennis
playing her top competition today, in doubles. Tennis coach Mark for six years; he started when his
it should help her prepare for Hamilton has nominated him to go parents gave him lessons for his
regionals."
12th birthday.
Nationals.
"I had never seen BYU play
He played in his first tournament
"I think my chances to go are
before, and obviously, they are very pretty goad," Richey said. "Four when he was 13; losing in the
good," added Dietz. ''They have a players from our conference go, second round to the top seeded
lot more money in their recruiting and I've beaten one of the guys who player. After that he soon started
budget than we do. This team is the has been nominated. I also beat a winning often, and, by the time he
re;ult of their fourth or fifth guy who beat San Diego State's top was 14, he was ranked s~venth in
the Southwest for his age group.
pm\erful recruiting year in a row."
player."
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Want a parHime job that doesn"t hurt your grades~ Or campusHfe! Give your local Army
Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple of summers dunng college, and theyll gtvc
you over $ 11,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in colle~c aid is yours just for joining most units. Another $5,000 for four
years of monthly weekends mid two..week summer stint<. Plus over $2,000 thm you'll cam
during two summer tmining periods All while you're getting the most out of college. And
doing the most you can part-time k>r your country.
You don't have to wait for wllege to join the Army Reserve. If you're 17 or older and a
junit>r or senior in high schwl. join us now 1There's no better patt·timc job in town.
lmcrcsted? For more information about the Anny Reserve in this area, call any of the
tclcphcmc numbers listed below. Or stop by.
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worth about six cents??
Relax ...

Try Affordable Quo.lit:J Work

..-......,.;;..~~

~

uni-sex hair croft & sl\in co.re centre
where 5 con5clerttious B-o.-o.-a-·d stylists
o.re smokin the competition .....

--·----r
20% I

:-

I

off w•th

I
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7804 Central SE
Between Wyo. & Louisiana

255-0166 0( 262-1010

266-53~5
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The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

James Broughton in person
Broughton, noted author and filmmaker, will
speak and screen films including: 'Mothers
Day' and 'This Is It'.

Others • $2.50

I'

f D
1
d h S d
H lth C t
The UNM Division o
ermato ogy an 1 e tu ent · ea .
en er
needs volunteers with acne, to help determine the effectiveness of a new
topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination
every other Saturday morning starting April 18 through July 11 and should
not be taking· antibiotics or corticosteroids.
For further information contact Erma Pinon at 277-3136, Student
Health Center.
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MESA CHICANA

~

. Symposium Itinerary
The Chicano & Society

.. §
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12:00 noon to discuss election matter~
and finallzation o f sc holars hip reception.
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Deadline ls 5 p.m. Today!
Eledions Forum Thursday 10:00 a.m.
in Countyard of Afro-American Studie~.

?~"'<0-.Q..Q>"'<0<Q><.Q>"'<0<Q><.b,-:;;,~..,q,~0'>"'<0..;;;-..o.,~;~

: o·.·o y··ou·. H
.. -A',v·E A·.N·v zt·'TS·~.·..
.•

~

• Applications at Afro-American Studil?~

E~
:·:

Students • $2.00

meeting of t'N:\1 Aikido Club. Diseussion will he led by David
Birl. Chief Instruetor Albuquerque Aikido. Dojo, U.S.A.F.

•

.

8 p.m.
SUB THEATER

Or~ani;rational

•

..

:·: :·::·: :.;:.;
r

Tonight

\Vt·d., May 6 in the S.U.B.
Rm. 2:31 E frotn 8-9 p.m.

"'-'

t-!~-::-: ;·:~-::·u.;

Black Student Union Elections ~i
~!::
to be held FRIDAY, MAY 2
~~

"'"~""..........._

•

schti<:k -cut

lndi\idually Rudd fini,lH·d
fnurth in tlw triple jump, and Silver
Ayno wa, hn1rth in tiw intcrnwdiatc hurdle,,
rite iutt•rmcdiatc hurdle' wen~
hiAhlightcd bv l~llrrcnt world n·~md
holder Fdwin Mn.,c,, who b llllheaten in SH races.
Mme; had his fastc't time (4l\.6
seconds) this year.
Graduate
'Indent
Tcda
Chemabwai, whn used to run for
the Lobo women's tcaw and this
year hm. been trainin!( with the
dub, finished fourth in the
women's ROO-meter.
Thh. weekend the Lobo !rack
Club has a home meet at Univcn.ity
Stadium whkh starts at ll :30 a.m.
Texa~ Tech, West Texas, Eastern
New Mexico, New Mcxko .Junior
College and
Admm State from
Colorado will participate.

t~

.•.• ••• •• • •••• ••• ••• •• •• •• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . ••• •••.• §
:
: § w.·.ed., Apri129

600

up

.
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Aikido is a martial art root('({ in tlw (•nli~htmmt
{'Xperil'Jll'l' of()' Sensi. !\lordwi c~ (•shiha.
It is based upon a philosoph~ of non
violence. The training is rigorous.

•

Was your last

mad~

three runners and two relay teams
at the Mount SAC relays April 2426.
The Mount SAC Relays, named
after San Antonio College where
the event is held, js oue of the
country's biggest single meets.
After the meet assistant Lobo
track coach Jeff West said, "we did
pretty well at a very large and a very
tough meet."
At the meet the dub's distance
medley relay team tied for second,
and its sprint medley relay team
finished third.
The distance team was made up
of Charles Dran1iga, Pete Serna,
Roger Moore and Jesse Valdez. The
sprinters were Dwayne Rudd,
Marty Baca, Dramiga and Moore .

Aikido: The Art of Not Conflicting

§
~
~

l'he I .nbo Track ( 'lub,

ot mostly runnncrs rcclshirted ICI
preserve a year of eligibility, placed

Freshman Leads Lobo Tennis
Toward WAC Competition }::·::·::·::-::-::-::.::·::·::-::·::-: :·::·::·::·::-::-::·::·::-::-::.;:.::·::-!:·::·::·::·:!·::-::-::·:
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Relay T'earns T'ake 2nd., 8rd
In San i\ntonio (;ollege A1 eet

(Ortega Hall Reading Rm., 3rd floo. r)

.

10 a.m.- noon.
Hundredth Anniversaryoffhe.Pueblo Revolt,lndian Chi<ano
Cooperal•on Rudy Anaya or Toma~ Atenoo, Moderator

T.heThre~

Thurs., April 30

...

10 a.m.· noon
Chicano Literature and Popular Cullure
Gabriel Melimdez. Moderator

For further information contact
Erma Pinon

•
•
•'
••

2 p.m.· 4 p.m.:
Chitano Education. Moderator· Dr. Jo.,P Reyna, "~olklore & rolktradion
in lhe Southwest'' Alina Chawt "C:hiwno Lingui.,tics'" Dr. Antonio
Parwlls "L,>~ Base~ Sitologican> Dr Ld Education Nort" Arnentand"

277-3136
Student Health Center

:

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

~
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:

•
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~

§§

2 p.m.· 4p.m.:
§
Recent Studies in Chicano Re>earch Dr. Roberto Salmon, Moderator ~
Cynthia Gomez, "Being Union Minded: Unionizing Efforts ar Pioneer
Wear". Eugenio Galindo. "Violence in the Chic.ano Community"
§

•·

•
•

1
§

(Ortega Hall ReadingRm., 3rd floor)

Thurs. Evening, Apri130
(Chicano Students Services ·1815 Roma NE)
7p.m.·10p.m.:
R.-c Pplion (or Mesd Ull<<llld

Proqram

PoPirvR~odinqfrorn

§
§
§

~

§
§
§
§

ChiC uno P(J<'I,, \/ l'i Pu~blo · 'ltanle<. {_j<J!I,•ne;
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(left) A contestant in the bikini contest of yesterday's First Annual San Diego Beach Party circles for the judges. (middle) Aziz Dub/an chomps his W<W to first place in the
watermelon contest. fright) Fred Harvey talks to an admirer before taking his turn in the bikini contest. (Photos by Kathy Lewis)
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1 Insect

5 Chemical

compound
10 European
14 Long walk
15 Helmsman
16 Asian noble
17 Peculiar:
Comb. form
18 Defensive
20 Tract
22 Decayed
23 Whoppers
24 Indigo dye
25 Slumbering
28 Emotions
32 School subi.
33 Levees
35 Rhonchus
36 Universal
tongues
38 Industrialist
Cyrus40- Chaco
41 Haunts
43 Enliven:
2 words
45 Wrong: Prefix
46 Ares, e.g.:
2 wards
48 New Orleans

college

Radio Board To Accept
Tans Suiface at SUB Beach Party
Public Input on Policy

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

50 Lie In wall

51 Holy Roman

Emperor
by
Starlight"
55 Expects:
2 words
59 Reptile:
2words
61 Fish
62 Mine
entrance
63 Trees
64 Silkworm
65 Femur, e.g.
66 Exhausted
67 Street sign
52 .. _

DOWN
1 Defeat
2 Verdi work
3 - milk

4 FOlks
5 Dessert:
2 words

6 Bogs
7 Island
8 Period

Everlasting:
Poet.
10 Colonizing
11 Give off
9

Rober! Sanchez

12 Split
13 Raised
19 Winds
21 Hastened
24

Fabulist

25 Maturing
26 Jewish fete

Relaxed
28 Honored
29 Girl's name
30 Cereal
31 Feel
34 Floss
37 Radiated
39 Most inane
27

42 Cranium
44 Golf shot
47 Embraces
49 Red ink Items
51"0ld-

Buckel"
52 Blackleg
53 Bother
54 Emerald isle
55 Abate
56- York or
Dix
57 Mixture
58 Gather
60 Tuck's mate
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The Student Radio Board agreed unanimously expressed their
Wednesday to draft a policy outrage at the administration's
statement
on
the
future attempt to control the station and
management of KUNM.
alter its programming. The staff
The statement wlll be drafted by has requested listeners to write to
the Radio Board tomorrow at 2:30 the Board of Regents and express
p.m. in room 3066, Mesa Vista their opinions on the proposals.
Hall. Interested persons are invited
Included in the staff report was a
to attend,
•
letter to President Davis supporting
KUNM is the center of a struggle a clear chain of command for
between the administration and the KUNM. The letter states that
radio board for policy-making "authority should flow from the
control.
Board of Regents to the president,
The board's management through a Community Radio Board
authority over the station was (to be created), to the manager of
removed, then reinstated at the the station."
April21 Board of Regents meeting.
The staff stated that they should
KUNM News Director Diana assume day-to-day programming
Stauffer told the board the station responsibility and that the Comhas received calls from listeners munity Radio Board should make
concerned
about
possible policy and set guidelines for station
management changes.
operation. It also suggested that all
Former station · manager Bill the Board's decisions be subject to
Abbott said an organization, review and approval by the
"Friends of KUNM," has been university president.
farmed to solicit grass-root support
The staff said that the proposed
from interested persons.
Community Radio Board should
A report from the station staff include representatives of the
said callers to the station have
continued ofl page 5
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"Pic-Me-Up's"
"Stimulant & Non·stimulant
appetite suppressants"
• W<Jrntng. Strmulnntrj can bP d.n1gerous to
your tJeaJih I I taken in gtO<J\lJf Ill dO prE!SCtlb•
r.d dot:,•tetf'n. You must bo 18 or tllrli)t to pur·

ch;n.n

17411 Men au\ Nt
2tl0i San M;Hco Ni.~
1900 Cnntn.~r Sl
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It's hard enough being a
struggling college student but to be
physically disabled as well compounds the problem.
Accessibility to buildings, textbooks, audiovisual equipment,
being able to sec the blackboard,
and hearing the professor are things
most students take for granted but
can be daily obstacles to overcome
if you arc a disabled stildent.
Ftlrtunate!y there ar~ •.e\·erul

Twenty tons of sand were
trucked in for the event, which
was sponsored by New Mexico
Union. There were prizes for
winners of various contests and
music was provided by "Mr.
Bill" of 94 Rock radio station;
boats were provided for show by
Apache Camper Center, and

The winner of the MuscleMan contest, J. R. Trujillo, also
took second place in the
Bathing-Beauty contest wearing
a yellow string bikini. Trujillo,
however, was no match for
Jamie Anderson, who won the
Bathing-Beauty contest.
The winner of the SandcastleBuilding contest were members
from the Architecture 202 class
taught by Edith Cherry.

Doug Shiell took the TackyTourist contest and Bill
Mallander took the Horseshoe
contest.
The Lobo was unable to attain
the name of the winner of the
Watermelon-Eating contest, but
the winner ate three Texas
watermelons in five minutes.

Sharon
Ridgeway,
a
recreation major at UNM and
planner of the beach party said
there were at least 200 people
there all the time playing
volleyball,
participating in
contests or just having fun.
Ridgeway said changes for
next year's party should include
longer hours and more contests.

Senate Asks KUNM Funds Freeze
Linda Williams

In its last meeting of the semester
yesterday,
ASUNM
heard
arguments on the status of the
ASUNM Film Committee and
approved R. J. Laino as chairman
of the Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC).
Mike Austin, president of
service organizations on campus ASUNM, said that he would opthat are designed to help these pose a proposal made by Cliff Holt,
'
students.
director of the Student Union
is
an Building.
Special
Services
organization set up by the adHolt's proposal asked for an
ministration to provide academic
increase
in rental fees of the
support to disadvantaged students.
facilities
the
film committee uses to
"We are able to support about
$100
per
scheduling.
Austin said the
300 to 350 stadents," Director Juan
Candelaria said, "and this includes rental fee is now $10. Holt gave an
socially and economically disabled alternate proposal that had no
rental fee and an agreement to
students as well."
"minority" film programs.
support
Spcdal Services re~cives federal
continued on page 5 Revcnm~s generated from t:ckets

Disabled Students Get Help
From Service Organizations
Glenn Dobbs

Frankie Avalon and Annette
have loved it,
even though there was no water
for surfing. But the beach party
yesterday outside of the SUB
had everything else a beach
party should have: sand, music,
food, bathing beauties and
muscle men, tacky tourists and
boats.
Funicell~ould

drinks were provided by the
Severt-Up Bottling Company.
Some of the contests that were
held were a sandcastle-building
contest, a bathing-beauty
contest, a muscle-man contest, a
watermelon-eating contest and a
horseshoe comest.

sales and concessions would go to
the Student Union.
"My position is that this is
ultimately an imposition on our
jurisdiction. I will oppose this to
the administration and to the
press," Austin said.
He said he told Holt he would
consider a compromise of a rental
increase of 10 to 15 percent. "He
just walked away from me," Austin
said.
Clarence Montoya, a NM Union
employee, said the purpose was not
to take over the film committee, but
a reorganization of its function,
"The committee will not be
abolished."
T.J. Martinez, another Union
employee, said he found Holt to be
reasonable, "He is looking for a
better system, he wants to increase
the majority interest.''

Tom Daugherty, chairman of the
ASUNM film committee, said if the
Union has control, the first thing it
will do is raise ticket prices 50
percent. "You should say no to
Holt and appeal to the Union
Board, Holt doesn't run the union,
the board does," he said.
In other business, the senate
approved the appointment of R.J.
Laino as PEC chairman, effective
upon payment of his tuition.
There was some debate as to
whether Laino was a student.
Under ASUNM laws, a person has
to be a student to serve as PEC
chairman.
Senator Bob Mattuecci said the
definition of a student is one who
has paid the activity fees. "To pay
fees you have to be enrolled," he
said.
Lailw said fie was no! enrolled
continued on page 5

